POWERFUL GEOGRAPHY LOGIC MODEL

Who Are Our Students?
Collect student aspirations and attitudes data in school districts in different states.

Why Do We Teach Geography?
Interview employers and professionals who use geography in careers that interest students.

What, How and When Should We Teach?
Design and develop state-based Powerful Geography curriculum resources that expose students early and consistently to the uses of geography in their states and communities that will foster student aspirations and showcase the relevancy of geography.

STRATEGIC RESOURCE for the IMPLEMENTATION of POWERFUL GEOGRAPHY in the CLASSROOM

Sample of the K-12 Teacher Resources Available

Powerful Geography Lesson Plans
Powerful Geography Videos and Interviews
Powerful Geography Job Summaries

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry
Healthcare

Transportation and Material Moving

To help you get started...
Browse the resources we have developed and compiled to help with implementing Powerful Geography in the classroom, no matter your level of expertise in geography.

Implementation Worksheet
Click for ideas on how to fill out the Implementation Worksheet.

Connecting the Geography
Need some help connecting Powerful Geographic knowledge to careers and aspirations? Click for some ideas.

Career Digests
Check out these Career Digests developed from the Encouraging Geography Project for some ideas.

Content Maps
Need some help connecting Geography Big Ideas to Courses and jobs. Click for some ideas.

Geographic Content
Coming Soon.

Getting to know your students’ aspirations and interests by using the Student Questionnaire is the FIRST STEP in implementing Powerful Geography.

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH GEOGRAPHY?
Geography can open up an endless list of career opportunities for you! Here are just some ideas:
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